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I have a pair of Bridgestone Trailwings - certainly not 50/50 motorcycle tires - in my V-Strom stock in this photo. Photo credit: Nosy Nation. The best 50/50 dual sport tyre will stick to the roads in the rain and keep you from spinning your tyres in the sand and mud. You also want long-lasting dual sports
tires for your motorcycle adventure because bald ones will get you stuck in the dirt. Affiliate Links / Images from Amazon Product Advertising API Popular Adventure Tires 60/40 Guide to Buying the Best Motorcycle Motorcycle Adventure Good Adventure Tires 50/50 is one of the most critical choices you
make for your bike, along with suspension and brake upgrades. They are essential for efficient driving, safety and comfort. Different tyres are designed to fit different driving locations, practices, and driving surfaces. The following are the main characteristics to be taken into account. The pattern shape
refers to how olive groves and tread canals are cut on the tyre. The pattern shape determines how the tyre handles the road in dry or wet conditions. The tread patterns that are further apart are intended for wet surfaces of the road. Button size The size of the button determines how much of the tyre
surface is in contact with the road. The more the surface in contact with the tyre's capacity, the more traction is available. Tread depth The best dual sport tyres for dirt or sand will have deeper soles, which are preferred to achieve better adhesion with the surface below easily. Deep tread patterns are
preferred for driving on muddy surfaces. There is more to choosing the right motorcycle adventure dual sport tyres for your bike. Read on to get a detailed understanding that will help you make an informed decision when buying double sport tyres for gravel. What do percentage values mean for double
tyres? Most two tyre buyers wonder what the percentage of prices on double sports tyres involve. You will find different tyre brands with different percentages mentioned in them. Some of the common rates: 90/10 double sport tyres 80/20 double sport tyres 70/30 double sport tyres 60/40 dual sport tyres
Tyre manufacturers are quick to tell you that the 20%/80% tyre is intended for 20% off-road driving and 80% driving on the road. While things seem to play this way to some extent, the tyre's percentage estimate gives a rough idea of how the tyre should be the efficiency and longevity of the service from
tyres. Where do you drive? The intended position for riding your bike should be a vital determinant of the motorcycle tyre adventure you are buying. The route position determines the type of tyre you will buy depending on the rates for driving on the road and off the road. This aspect will guide you in
choosing the best tyre for safe and comfortable driving. The type of bike you are riding You should do thorough due diligence to better apply tyres to your bike. Tires perform perform different types of motorcycles, such as bicycles, are different in terms of construction, power supply, weight distribution,
among other factors. Look for blogs with dual sports tire reviews or get tips from people riding the same bike as you. That would be the most reliable piece of information. How far do you go? Distance is a critical factor to consider when buying double sports tires for a motorcycle. For ADV long distance
motorcycle riders, the longest long double sports tire will be required to support you through the entire adventure. Also, for short-distance riders, double sports tyres with the highest strength are preferred. This will save you the total cost of regularly buying and replacing the tyre. How skillful are you at
riding ADV motorcycles? This is a question that is overlooked too much by most riders. However, its importance cannot be overstated. Choosing excellent dual sports tyres should be based on how good you are in both off-road and on-road skills. Buying the right tyre based on riding skills will give you the
safest and comfortable driving both on-road and off-road. What's your favorite riding style? This is an aspect that determines the performance value of a bicycle on the tyre used. Casual adventurers and full-tilt riders use different kind of tires each matching a person's riding style. In this respect, the tyre
that lasts longer and performs better would be the final choice. It's a tyre that will enhance your safety on and off the road, as well as improve your riding comfort levels. I took this advice when I went to Colorado a few years ago. I drove my V-Strom with a pair of Michelin Pilot 4 road tires, certainly not
50/50 motorcycle tires. On the I-80 motorway, the ride, grip and tyre wear were fantastic. On gravel passes in the Colorado San Juan Mountains - like Ophir Pass - the tire was out of its element. But I needed a tire that would handle a lot of plates with a gravel crush. I chose a tire that suits my needs. Find
the largest of 50/50 double tyre sports on the market in 2021 on Amazon.   ADV products  50/50 Dual Sport Tire Buying Guide  get into the groove with over a dozen different 50/50 double sport tyre options. Adventure Riders is a Jack of all trades so-to-speak - a street-warrior part, a dirt-rider part,
two-part explorer. Tires are one of the most important components that can affect the performance of your motorcycle, and the continuous variation of the terrain you experience while adventure puts the tires under a lot of pressure. The full potential of your Adventure motorcycle cannot be released without
good traction, which makes tyre selection critical when your bike is in need of new rubber. Most Adventure Riders who drive a significant amount of off-road miles want a double sport tyre that provides excellent traction, both on and off the road, along with on hard ground and good longevity.
Manufacturers usually rate tyres with these characteristics in the range of 60%/40% to 40%/60% on the road/off road. Different manufacturer ratings can vary though and not reflect real world performance. For convenience, people usually flat out all these types of tires in the 50/50 dual sport tyre category.
But not every enthusiast rides the same amount of miles and off-road, and off-road terrain can vary dramatically from one area to another. Finding the best Dual Sport tyres to meet your individual riding style often takes some trial and error. Fortunately, there are a variety of 50/50 Dual Sport Tire options
available on the market, so you're forced to find a set that can meet your performance needs and budget. Popular 50/50 Dual Sport tyres like the TKC80 and Heidenau Scout 60 are often the first to be considered, but there are many others that can withstand well in a comparison and can also save you a
few dollars. Listed are the top 50/50 Dual Sport tyre options on the market. Some you may already know, others are darker. The list is organized from price from highest to lowest, and the unique features of each pomegranate are provided to help you, the buyer, find a set of double sports tires worth your
hard earned dollars. Have a good hunt! Click on the next page link below to get started. Motorcycle tyres face an impossible set of tasks: Provide predictable, reliable traction on a wide range of surfaces, while lasting a long time and providing ideal handling properties regardless of bike or terrain. Here's
the deal: No tire will be ideal for all conditions, so it's a matter of deciding what's most important to you. How much riding do you really do off the road? How much time do you spend travelling or touring on your great BMW GS or KTM adventure? Before we get into what fits your particular bike, let's talk
about tyre design. The ultimate tyre for use on the pavement is the slick-has the largest possible contact patch because there is nothing but contact patch. And all this would be fine if there was no sand in the streets and moisture falling from the sky. Thus, the road tyres have grooves or sips cut into the
tread to move moisture away from the contact patch. In general, the more open the tread, the more experienced the tyre will be in wet conditions and on less than perfect roads. The absolute elastic dirt is almost the exact opposite of a Instead of smooth it's all sticky outy, because the goal is to dig down to
the ground and show a lot of surface-in this case, the sides of each button-on work. Plus, a knob design allows a certain amount of dirt and mud to flow through the tire, keeping it clear. Even among the clean off-road tires there are distinctions, tires designed to work better in mud, sand, and hard pack;
and none of them never meant to be a good street tire. yes, they're so specialized. Making the journey from specialist to general takes us on dual-sport tyres, a catchall description that takes in tyres mainly intended for on-road to those mostly intended for off-road use. It's an incredibly wide range of
requirements. To help you navigate this rubberized maze, we refer to tyres by a percentage of ground use. A 90/10 road tyre is designed for the majority of riding on paved roads, with just 10 per cent off the road. A 10/90 tyre reverses priorities, working better in clean off-road conditions, but also carrying
DOT approval (to be legal on the road) and just enough capacity on the road to allow you to wander the road in search of the next path. In the meantime they are tires designed to do each of these different tasks quite well. Here we have the middle brothers-the 60/40, 50/50, and 40/60 tires. Each rating
trades one set of possibilities for another. For a look at what types of dual sport tyres are available to fit on your bike, see the Tire Size Matrix at the end of this article. The Big Boys 120/70-19 Front 170/60-17 Back 2016-2017 BMW RdineT Scrambler | BMW R1200GS LC 2013-2017 | 2014-2017 BMW
R1200GS LC Adventure | Ducati Multistrada 950 2017 | 2016-2017 Ducati Multistrada 1200 Enduro | 2013-2017 KTM 1190 Adventure | 2015-2017 KTM 1290 Super Adventure/T | 2016-2017 Triumph Tiger Explorer XC and XR When BMW redesigned the R1200GS for the 2013 model year and KTM
quickly followed suit with the 1190 Adventure, a new-size adventure-bike tyre was released onto the earth. The goal was simple: Each manufacturer recognized that ADV engines were becoming heavier and stronger, which taxed the capabilities of relatively narrow tyres previously developed. So we got
the front tyre 120/90-19 and the rear tyre 170/60-17, a set of sizes also used by the newest Triumph Explorer. Even though these sizes are recent additions, there is already a good choice. If your mission gets stuck more on the sidewalk than hard pack, think of the Continental TrailAttack2 or Michelin Pilot
Road 4 Trail, both so-called 90/10 tires (or 90-percent road/10-percent dirt). Continental uses wider and slightly deeper tread grooves than a typical sports tour tyre, but still has large tread blocks for a generous contact patch. This type of tyre is intended to excel in dry grip, handling, and durability.
Michelin Pilot Road 4 Trail is the same tire as the sports-touring Pilot Road 4, unveiled two and a half years ago. It was built to maintain pilot road 3's wet weather capabilities, but adding better wear characteristics, greater grip on dry weather and faster handling. Both continental trailattack2 and Michelin
Pilot Road 4 Trail are great choices for adv riders who use their bikes more as sports touring machines. Continental TKC70 If you spend more than a little off-road, think of a 60/40 tyre. Moving towards more dirt orientation, we find the Continental TKC70, a recent addition to the lineup, which is inters with
the TrailAttack2 and the knotby TKC80. We call the TKC70 a 60/40 tyre, since it still looks and acts a lot like a road tyre, but it has smaller and more numerous tread blocks, wider tread grooves, and other design compromises to improve its off-road performance. The rear TKC70 also features a
continuous tread block, which helps improve resistance to heavyweight ADV machines. One click over the dirt-biased scale is the Heidenau K60 Scout, a truly 50/50 tyre. Overall, it's like the TKC70, but with bigger, harder tread blocks, even bigger tread sips, and a powerful carcass to tolerate really
unpleasant terrain without destroying your bike's expensive rims. And like the TKC70, the K60 Scout in sizes for the new BMW GS, KTM Adventure and Triumph Explorer has a continuous center tread block on the rear tyre for improved longevity, road handling and reduced noise. If your motorcycle
adventures are evenly divided between highway travel and off-sidewalk routes, this is the rubber for you. If you spend more time off the road than you do on. This tyre category is for those who drive only paved roads to connect to their favorite paths. Here you want a 40/60 (40-percent road/60-percent
dirt) tire like the Continental TKC80 or the Michelin Anakee Wild. The TKC80 has been the go-to road-legal snobby for big adventure bikes for a long time, and it's easy to see why: It has very good off-road capabilities while maintaining good on-road modes. Compared to a full-on dirt tyre, the TKC80's
tread block is larger and smaller, but there's still a lot of daylight between them, which improves off-road grip because the tyre can clean mud and dirt quickly, plunging down to good grip just below the soft stuff. Michelin's newest Anakee Wild follows the same philosophy, with widely distributed bumps to
drive through mud, sand and over boulders, but with a profile designed to keep handling on the road and rubber compounds intended to increase longevity. Every 40/60 tire is a compromise. You get amazing performance on demanding ground, but the design choices have affected things like road
handling, durability, noise, even wet weather potential. That's why you have to be completely honest with yourself. If they don't really drive as mostly off-road, you'll be happier with a 50/50 or a 60/40 tire. Popular Kids 110/80-19 Front 150/70-17 Behind 1999-2002 BMW R850GS | 2000-2004 BMW
R1150GS | 2000-2006 BMW R1150GS Adventure | BMW R1200GS 2004-2012 | 2006-2013 BMW R1200GS Adventure | 2016-2017 Honda VFR1200X | Adventure 2015-2016 KTM 1050 | 2010-2016 Moto Guzzi Stelvio | 2004-2017 Suzuki V-Strom 650 | 2002-2018 Suzuki V-Strom 1000 | 1999-2001
Triumph Tiger 900i | 2001-2006 Triumph Tiger 955i | Tiger triumph 2012-2015 2012-2015 &amp; Explorer XC | 2010-2017 Yamaha Super Tenere Michelin Anakee Wild Until the 2013 BMW R1200GS debuted, this was pretty much the standard tyre size for large and middleweight adventure bikes: the
110/80-19 front and the 150/70-17 behind. When an industry standardizes in sizes, wheel manufacturers can invest in development with some sense of a return on investment. This is the case with this category of tyres. All tires described in the Big Boys section above-from the 90/10 Continental
TrailAttack2 and Michelin Pilot Road 4 Trail, via the 50/50 Heidenau K60 Scout, 60/40 Continental TKC70, and 40/60 Continental TKC80 and Michelinkee Wild-are available in these sizes. If you plan to drive equally on the road and off, look at one of these 50/50 tires. One of the most popular is the Mitas
E-07, a 50/50 tyre built for a wide range of terrain, from the highway to jeep trails. Capable of operating without tubes, the bias-free e-07 uses deep tread with many narrowly distributed blocks to better compromise grip on dirt and handling on the road. Another great option is Mefo Super Explorer. Like
other 50/50 tires it's rugged on really hard ground and was built with a long-lasting rubber compound that owners have said offers 7,000-9,000 miles for your typical double sport. Note that Super Explorer is intended to run with an internal tube. If you plan to drive mostly off-road, consider the Mitas E-10 (a
40/60 tyre) or the even more aggressive E-09 (a 20/80 tyre). By the way, we offer standard and Dakar versions of various sizes, the difference is that the Dakar is an enhanced version suitable for heavier bikes and/or more bumpy terrain. Where the adventure begins 90/90-21 Forward 150/70-18 or
150/70-17 Back 2008-2017 BMW F800GS, 2013-2017 BMW F800GS Adventure, 2016-2017 Honda Africa Twin, 2003-2005 KTM 950 Adventure, 2006-2013 KTM 990 Adventure, 2014-2016 KTM 1190 Adventure R, 2011-2017 Triumph Tiger 800 XC Heidenau K60 Scout Motorcycle Manufacturers
recognize that not every adventure bike suits the needs of all riders. Some riders want what amounts to a big, upright sports-touring bike, while others really want to go deep into the outback. The solution? Create separate versions from the same platform. BMW does it with its adventure models, as does
KTM, as does Triumph with its XC-branded derivatives. Honda decided to jump right in with the Africa Twin. A major difference for these models biased towards off-road use is the size of the tires. In short, when a manufacturer chooses a 21-inch front wheel on a medium-sized-or-larger machine an
indication that scrabbling up rocky slopes or slogging through mud peats is high on the mission list. Putting a tall, skinny front wheel on a large ADV engine buys a lot of off-road capacity because the larger diameter of tyre rolls more easily over uneven terrain and its narrow sole helps keep it from being
so intensely intense from rocks and soil. What you're sacrificing is the braking ability and the feel of the wheel on the sidewalk, but for most adventure riders who actually spend time off the road the compromise is more than worth it. Because the 90/90-21 is used in a wide range of lighter dirt bikes and
dual-sports, there is a lot of variety. We have the Continental TKC70 and TKC80 in this size, as well as the Mefo Explorer (a 50/50 tyre), the Heidenau K60 (also 50/50), the three most aggressive Mitas models: the 50/50 E-07, the 20/80 E-09, and the 40/60 E-10. The two most common rear sizes, the
150/70-18 and the 150/70-17 also come in a range of styles, although the 18-incher is limited to the dirt-biased tires as you'd expect. For this size, choose from continental TKC80, Heidenau K60 Scout, Mitas E-07, E-09, and E-10, and Mefo Super Explorer. Lightweight 90/90-21 front 120/90-17 rear
130/80-17 rear 140/80-17 back 120/80-18 rear 2000-2005 BMW F650GS Dakar | BMW G650GS Sertao 2012-2016 | 2013-2017 Honda CRF250L | Honda CRF250L Rally 2017 | Honda XR650L 2003-2017 | 2017 Husqvarna 701 Enduro | 2013 Husqvarna TR650 Terra | 1988-2017 Kawasaki KLR650 |
2005-2006 KTM 400 EXC | 2008-2011 KTM 450 EXC | 2012-2016 KTM 500 EXC | 2008-2011 KTM 530 EXC | 1995-2008 KTM 620, 640e and 640 Adventure | 2011-2017 KTM 690 Enduro R | 2000-2017 Suzuki DR-Z400 | 1996-2016 Suzuki DR650 | 2008-2017 Yamaha WR250R | 2008-2017 Yamaha
XT250 MEFO Explorer When you enter the lightweight category of dual sport engines, the emphasis naturally turns into off-road capability. As you know, if you have one, a little addition to the double sport is a miracle out there in the woods or bombing along one-piece; this is when you have to laugh at the
GS sweat flop-riding your friends display at every snack stop. Once again, we have a wide range of tires for this category of bike, but you will notice that the bias here is in 50/50 tires over the off-road-intended skins. You are less likely to get your KLR650 or CRF250L for tours involving hundreds of miles

on the highway, so the product deforms on the fun side of the chart. For most of these models, we have the basic versions of Mefo Explorer, a very successful 50/50 tyre, the Mitas E-07 (50/50), mitas E-09 (20/80) and Mitas E-10 (40/60), and MC30 (80/20). Similarly, the Continental TKC80 is available in
all basic sizes, as is the 60/40 TKC70. Incidentally, some of the bikes in this category use strange size fronts. It is common to use the 90/90-21 even when the elastic stock is slightly different, and it is not uncommon to change the sizes slightly on the back to accommodate the As always, check the
licenses before ordering. A great advantage of taking your lighter weight double sport on the road is tire wear. When your entire rig weighs 200-300 pounds less than a fully equipped BMW GS or KTM adventure, the tires last longer, longer, enables you to run more aggressive tires over the same distance
or 50/50 tires for much longer. The last word Whichever tyre you choose for any kind of adventure bike you call your own, remember a few things. Tyre maintenance is an ongoing agreement. Inspect your tyres after each long ride and give them more of a cursory look while you're on your journey of a
lifetime. Respect tyre pressures. Off-road tires generally handle better with lower air pressures, but this tactic can cause additional heat accumulation and expose pipes and rims to rock damage. Always replace the pipes when buying new tires. Bring tools to repair partitions, whether that's a plug kit for
tubeless applications or a tube-repair kit (or even spare pipes) for tubeless rims. Rims.
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